
The Energy Egg™
The revolutionary Guardian Energy Egg ki generator is only offered for protection against environmental stresses and other foreign

energies. However, here are some recent comments from Energy Egg owners:

Prostatitis "I had an absolutely blissful night's sleep - the first in a long time. I also didn't need to get up in the middle of
the night). I feel really different - tons of motivation to do things I've been putting off" Robin T. UK

 
Fatigue "I've noticed that I'm just not tired in the evenings - still busy doing things at 11.30 - unheard of pre-Energy

Egg!" Moira S, Scotland

"I can feel my head clearing - it’s like a fog lifting after all these years" Daria P, UK

“Thanks for your lovely Energy Egg. I didn't think I had that much 'bad energy' around me before, but I
noticed the effects almost immediately.  More energy too. I am getting another two hours at the end of each
day when I am just reading because I am not tired enough to go to sleep. This would just not have happened
before - very interesting.” Virginia D, UK

 
Systemic Polyarthritis "The Energy Egg is a winner! I have been much better since receiving it and have been able to ditch the

injections, the Celebrex!" Rob T, Australia
 
Cystitis "I started using the Energy Egg yesterday and WOW!  That morning I felt grotty (cystitis). Two hours later, I

felt really well. I feel so grateful to you - thank you hugely for the work you do" Karen VE, NZ

EMF Stress “The abdominal pain I get while operating printing equipment in my office, completely disappeared after I put
my Energy Egg in my pocket” Thea W., France

“I’ve had no more palpitations since receiving the Energy Egg - and I used to get them whenever I sat at my
computer!” Linda H, Brighton

 
Allergy "This morning, I went Christmas shopping - the first time I've been able to do that since moving to this house

23 years ago! But when I went into a garden centre I suddenly couldn't breathe. My throat was closing up - it
was like someone was tightening a rope around my neck. My stomach was blowing up. It was awful. So, I put
my hand in my pocket and got out my Energy Egg - and within just 2 minutes I felt it all passing over me. I
came completely back to normal. My throat relaxed. It all just faded away. It was just incredible, absolutely
wonderful. Thank you so much for the Energy Egg.” MT, Wales

“The allergic reaction vanished almost immediately. I can now eat lemons again.” Stephen W, UK
 
Bronchitis "The Energy Egg is so powerful - I definitely felt a jump in my energy when I received it. Since then, my

bronchial condition has been so much better, I’m sleeping better and my joint pain is better. These Energy
Eggs are incredible!" Louise L, USA

 
Epilepsy  “I was a bit sceptical so I was amazed to experience the power of the Energy Egg. I had a nasty pain in my

jaw. After holding my Energy Egg there for half an hour the pain has gone. I also haven’t needed my epilepsy

medication since receiving my Energy Egg” Dick DR, France 

Stress “I tuned my Energy Egg for my partner’s energy and the change in my stress level was incredible. It was
brilliant! Now I'm going to have him do the same with me.” Caroline H, Canterbury

Heart Condition "My doctor says I'm looking great - and I feel great!  I’m doing so much better. My energy is amazing - there’s
been a huge shift. Thank you so much for the Energy Egg." Maggie B, London

Travel Sickness “When we bought our new car, I immediately started feeling very car sick. After re-tuning my Energy Egg as
you described, the nausea disappeared within 5 minutes!” Mark W, Lincoln

Anxiety  “I felt physically sick on the tube, even having panic attacks - I was thinking I’d have to start taking the bus. I
feel so much better since getting my Energy Egg!” Clare C, London

“I swear by my Energy Egg . .  and have come off my Prozac” AI, Brighton

Grief “The grief (about my father) seemed all-consuming. Then I remembered to re-tune my Energy Egg. The
emotion fell away from me and in a second or two I became totally peaceful.” Stephen W, UK 

Feeling Down “One day I arrived home with a dark cloud hanging over my head; I was in a really grumpy mood. So, I
decided to try to re-tune my Energy Egg. Immediately the dark cloud left and I felt, instead, a wonderful inner
peace. And it really did happen immediately - not even two seconds later!” Gitte L. Iceland

“I just received my new Energy Egg. Wow! It's so strong - I can really feel it!” John W, Norway
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